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Real-time group communication is an indispensable part of many interactive multimedia applications over the
internet. In scenarios that involve large group sizes, sporadic sources, high user churns, and random network
failures, gossip-based protocols can potentially provide advantages over structure-based group communication
algorithms in ease of deployment, scalability, and resiliency against churns and failures. In this paper, we propose
a novel protocol called Redundancy Reduced Gossip for real-time N-to-N group communication. We show that
our proposed protocol can achieve a considerably lower traffic load than conventional push-based gossip
protocols and conventional push-pull gossip protocols for the same probability of successful delivery, with higher
performance gains in networks with smaller delays. We derive a mathematical model for estimating the frame non-
delivery probability and the traffic load from overhead, and demonstrate the general correctness of the model by
simulation. We implement a functioning prototype conferencing system using the proposed protocol, completed
with functions including NTP synchronization, dynamic group size estimation, redundancy suppression, and other
features needed for proper operation. We perform experiments over the campus network and PlanetLab, and
the prototype system demonstrates the ability of our protocol to maintain robust performance in real-world
network environments.
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Verification, ReliabilityI. Introduction
Real-time group communication is a fundamental part
of many emerging interactive internet multimedia ap-
plications such as group chats [1,2], voice and video
conferencing [1,3,4], telepresence [5,6], web-based class-
rooms [4,7], virtual reality [7], distributed collaborative
environments [1,7-9], online multiplayer games [10,11],
social networking applications [12,13] and social games
[14,15], etc. Real-time group communication over the
Internet presents the following requirements that must
be considered:
1. The delay requirement of real-time communication
is stringent - generally assumed to be comparable to
what is required for conversational voice. The one-
way delay should be kept below 400 msec [16].* Correspondence: vincentl@ece.ust.hk
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in any medium, provided the original work is pProtocols for streaming are typically not designed
with this stringent delay requirement in mind.
2. Communication among the group members is N-to-N
in that a random number of active sources may
generate voice, video, and control data information
to be distributed to all other members at the same
time. Protocols that consider individual sources in
isolation may not be optimal in such a scenario.
3. The peers are sporadic meaning that each peer may
switch between active and idle state rapidly.
4. There is a high degree of user churn meaning that
users may join and leave the group dynamically
at will.
There are three conventional approaches for real-time
group communication. The first approach is network
layer multicast [17], which means the use of IP multi-
cast. The second approach is to use a centralized server
(Figure 1a) for forwarding and mixing of multimedia
streams. The third approach is to construct a fullypen Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons




which uses a centralized
server for forwarding and
mixing of multimedia streams
(b) Fully connected overlay
approach, where all peers are in
direct contact with one another
(c) Gossip-based approach,
where peers operate in parallel, and
each peer communicates with one or
more randomly selected partner
Figure 1 Illustration of three types of group communication topologies: (a) Centralized approach; (b) Fully connected overlay; and (c)
Gossip-based approach.
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that has all peers in direct contact with one another. The
first approach enables server-free group communication,
but currently IP multicast is not widely deployed, rende-
ring this approach impractical over the general internet.
The second approach requires a powerful central node
with sufficient bandwidth, and faces problems of scalabi-
lity and single point of failure. Skype, which can be consi-
dered a centralized-server approach [19,20] where the
“centralized server” is also a peer node that is promoted
by a peer election mechanism, for example, is not de-
signed to support a large number of users or accommo-
date random user churns. The third approach requires
that all users must have sufficient uplink bandwidth,
which scales with the number of users, N, to broadcast
their streams to other users. It also faces a serious prob-
lem with user churns because any potential source must
quickly learn of all peers present.
In recent years, two leading approaches for supporting
scalable real-time N-to-N communications have emerged:
structure-based [21-42] and gossip-based [43,44].
Structure-based approaches require participating nodes
to form a certain deterministic structure, often a tree
constructed as a solution to a delay-constrained minimum
Steiner tree problem by heuristics [25,26,29-34,36]. In
such tree-based systems, bandwidth usage is very efficient
as no duplicated messages are sent. The total bandwidth
consumption can be further reduced by incorporating the
mixing of audio streams within the structure [22-24,35],
or by combining IP multicast in LAN [29]. In N-to-N
group communication, multiple peers may generate infor-
mation concurrently. Therefore, the authors in the papers
[29,33,37] have argued that multiple source-specific multi-
cast trees should be constructed instead of just one shared
multicast tree. Other optimizations have also beenproposed, such as resources sharing among trees of differ-
ent sessions [39], and the 2-hop delayed-bounded tree
[40,41]. Examples of structure-based approaches that are
not tree-based include chained-based overlay using lay-
ered coding [42] and snow-ball chunk [38].
Previous studies have shown that if the user churn is
low so that the structure is stable, and if the network
loss-rate is also low, then structure-based systems can
perform very well. In the presence of user churn and
network degradations, however, structure-based systems
may become unreliable because the overhead for tree
maintenance and message recovery may increase with a
snowball effect, as pointed out in the papers [45-47].
Based on experience learned from the evolution of live
streaming protocols, Zhang et al. [48] have also con-
cluded that structure-based multicast protocols are im-
practical on the Internet because of user churn and
network degradation dynamics. Note that churn-coping
strategies for structured approaches were discussed in
the papers [21,37]. But due to the fundamental limita-
tion of structured approaches, the tolerated churn rate is
very low. For example, a churn rate of 4/minute with a
group size of 50–200 requires 2 seconds of recovery
time [37]. Chu et al. have also acknowledged the poor
transient performance in larger group sizes in their work
[21]. A scheme using multiple distribution trees with
Multiple Description Coding (MDC) is proposed as a
churn coping measure in the paper [49], but this scheme
can only be used for traffic types where MDC is appli-
cable, i.e., video. MDC is not applicable to gaming con-
trol data and it is questionable whether it is applicable
for voice.
Gossip-based protocols have been considered by many
researchers to be reliable in a probabilistic sense as their
randomized nature helps to “route around” peer churn
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have first been examined for information dissemination
in what is known as randomized rumor spreading [51]
or epidemic algorithm [52]. In a gossip-based protocol,
each cycle of information spreading consists of multiple
phases of gossip and in each phase, peers operate in pa-
rallel and each peer communicates with one or more
randomly selected partners (Figure 1c). In synchronous
gossip [51], a phase is launched simultaneously by all
peers, and one phase is completed before the start of the
next phase. Synchronous gossip assumes that the period
of a phase is larger than the one-way delay between any
pair of nodes, a condition that is unrealistic for real time
communication. In asynchronous gossip [53], peers do
not operate in synchronous phases but gossip asyn-
chronously in response to messages received. In either
synchronous or asynchronous gossip, the number of
phases or the number of times a message is relayed in a
cycle must be limited to a very small number independ-
ent of the population size for real-time communications
because of the stringent delay requirement. This real-
time requirement leads also to the use of push [54] ra-
ther than pull to reduce the amount of time needed for
each phase. For example, Verma et al. [43] have pro-
posed the use of an adaptive fanout to control an asyn-
chronous infection pattern over a limited number of
phases in a push manner, and Georgiou et al. [44] have
derived the probability for successful rumor spreading in
relation to the number of gossip targets under a given
number of phases. To the best of our knowledge, all of
the existing asynchronous gossip schemes for real time
communication use one push or push-pull operation in
one phase, and each gossip phase is independent of other
phases. These push protocols usually produce a large
number of duplicated messages and thus have a low band-
width utilization efficiency.
In this paper, we propose a new asynchronous way
of gossiping with limited delay. In our scheme, a peer
establishes connectivity with multiple peers and uses a
limited number of push-pull operations in each informa-
tion spreading cycle. This repeated push-pulls between
two peers during each cycle (details in Sec. III-A) results
in a much smaller number of duplicated messages com-
pared to conventional push-based gossip protocols and
conventional push-pull gossip protocols for real-time ap-
plications [43,44]. Hence, we name our protocol Redun-
dancy Reduced Gossip (RRG).
It is worth noting that some gossip protocols pro-
posed for ad hoc networks also use fixed connectivity
[55-57]. However, their connectivity is confined to
near-neighbor links. In our scheme, the connectivity
is randomly established among all participants. Melamed
et al. in [47] also proposed the use of a gossip push
to fixed downstream neighbors, but none of therelated works [47,55-57] uses multiple push-pulls in
each cycle.
Results that are presented in this paper include:
1. A novel protocol, called Redundancy Reduced
Gossip, for real-time N-to-N dynamic group
communication is proposed. The protocol allows the
distribution of information from an arbitrary
number of random sources within a group, with low
latency, minimal membership maintenance, and
without assumption on the underlying network
condition. The proposed protocol can achieve a
given successful delivery probability with a
considerably lower traffic load than conventional
push gossip protocols and conventional push-pull
gossip protocols for real time.
2. A mathematical model is developed and presented
for analyzing the frame non-delivery probability and
overhead of RRG. The model provides useful
insights into the design of our protocol. It can also
be used to evaluate the performance of other related
protocols.
3. A Linux-based prototype system running the
protocol is implemented and tested. Some details
and challenges of the implementation are described.
Experiment results of the system operating over a
LAN as well as over the PlanetLab [58] are collected
and analyzed. The prototype system demonstrates
the ability of our protocol to maintain robust
performance in real-world network environments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents an overview of related works. Section III de-
scribes the RRG protocol. Section IV presents the per-
formance evaluation results from a mathematical model
and from the simulator. Section V presents the proto-
type design, challenges and network experiment results.
Section VI concludes the paper.
II. Related works
Using gossip for real-time task execution systems has
been proposed in the papers [59,60], but the research fo-
cuses and methods in these works are different from
ours. Huang et al. [59] have proposed a gossip-based
super-node architecture for query and routing in 1-to-1
information dissemination. Han et al. [60] have adopted
the adaptive fanout gossip model proposed by [43] for
peer discovery and applied the model to a real-time dis-
tributable thread scheduling problem.
Push-pull gossip has been studied in the papers
[51,61,62]. For example, in the paper [61], one push-pull
is used in one phase for the computation of aggregate
information. Karp et al. [51] and Khambatti et al. [62]
have proposed the use of push- followed by pull-gossip
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diency of push-gossip with the lower redundancy of
pull-gossip. However, these two phase solutions [51,62]
are not applicable to real-time communications.
Three-phase pull or lazy push gossip [63] is studied in
the streaming papers [48,64-66]. It is important to note
that streaming applications have a less stringent delay
requirement (buffer built-out delays of 10 – 30 seconds
are quoted in these papers). Each execution of the three-
phase cycle of advertise-request-delivery is targeted to
deliver information to only a single layer of peers. In
RRG, each execution of the greeting-response-closure
cycle is targeted to deliver information from all sources
to all peers.
Using gossip to establish a random graph for informa-
tion dissemination has been proposed in the papers
[28,67,68]. Liang et al. have proposed the use of an
on-demand tree for short-lived interactions [67].
However, the proposed scheme does not maintain the
spanning tree for a prolonged period of time; hence,
no repair mechanism to cope with failures is possible.
Chunkyspread [28] uses a simple controlled flooding me-
chanism over a random graph maintained by Swaplinks
[69] for trees construction. It also uses multiple trees to
react quickly to membership changes. However, the tree
heights are not bounded in the protocol. In contrast, the
information dissemination of RRG is strictly bounded to
around 3 hops to support the real-time communication
delay constraint of 400 ms [16]. Carvalho et al. have
proposed to probabilistically combine lazy push gossip
and pure push gossip to obtain an emergent structure
[68]. The use of lazy push gossip, however, hinders its
applicability to real-time communications as we dis-
cussed above.
Asynchronous gossip has been studied for other pur-
poses as well [70,71]. Boyd et al. have used asynchronous
gossip to address the “averaging problem” in sensor net-
works [70]. Ram et al. have studied asynchronous gossip
for summing the component functions in a distributed
multi-agent system [71]. These protocols are not tar-
geted for real-time N-to-N group communications.
Deb, Médard and Chour have studied N-to-N gossip
with and without network coding in [72]. Their primary
contribution is to quantify the gain of network coding
in a multiple-source scenario. They assume synchro-
nous gossiping with only one gossip target per peer
per phase. Their study is not applicable to real-time
group communications.
Several studies [46,47,50,63] have proposed the com-
bining of the gossiping and structure-based approaches.
These hybrid approaches combine the advantage of band-
width efficiency in structure-based approaches with the
churn-coping capability of gossiping approaches. Gossip is
employed in the recovery of loss packets after the initialdelivery by a structure-based approach. Gupta et al. have
used gossip in a sub-tree topology to reduce the traffic
load [50]. Our RRG scheme can be extended to include
these techniques.
Birman et al. [73], Gu et al. [24] and Lao et al. [32]
have proposed the combining of the use of infrastructure
and peer-to-peer approaches for real-time group com-
munications. The objective of our paper is different from
theirs. We focus on a pure peer-to-peer approach with-
out any infrastructure support.
This paper is different from our original Globecom
conference version of this paper [74] in three aspects.
First, the protocol has been improved by the incorpor-
ation of a delayed response strategy. Second, additional
performance evaluations are presented which include
the traffic load performances under different scenarios
and with user churn. Third, a prototype system running
the protocol has been implemented and tested over the
HKUST campus network and PlanetLab. In this paper,
we identify the fact that the performance gain of our
protocol is higher in networks with small delays.
III. Proposed N-to-N gossiping protocol
A. Protocol description
Our N-to-N gossiping protocol consists of n nodes, or
peers, that operate in cycles. (The terms “peer” and
“node” will be used interchangeably in this paper). Each
cycle is initiated at fixed intervals and is identified by a
global cycle ID. For simplicity, we assume that there is a
global synchronization of the cycle ID and frame rate,
and that this synchronization is achieved through the
use of NTP. The use of a global cycle ID eliminates the
need of a peer to manage the sequence numbering of
sources individually and the need to transmit sequence
numbers of individual chunks in a packet. Other mecha-
nisms to achieve synchronization are possible but we as-
sume that NTP is used so that we can focus on other
aspects of our protocol. Each peer in a cycle can gener-
ate at most one information frame (e.g. a voice frame) to
be distributed to the remaining n-1 peers through a
multi-phase gossiping mechanism. The key to our pro-
tocol is the use of a synchronous global cycle ID and
synchronous media generation. By “synchronous media
generation” we mean that the packet generation rates
are exactly the same for all active nodes. Most N-to-N
real-time communication protocols in the literature have
either assumed an asynchronous operation or have as-
sumed a synchronous operation without addressing how
this synchronicity is achieved. If using asynchronous op-
eration, we would need to transmit and process individ-
ual sequence numbers as well as to perform frequency
alignment across multiple streams. Also, the bundling of
information from different sources into one transmitted
packet cannot be done in as straightforward a manner -
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frames with the same cycle ID.
To meet the real-time requirement, we limit the num-
ber of phases to 3. In other words, in each cycle, each
peer will be engaged in a 3-phase gossip with a random
set of other peers, regardless of the number of frames to
be distributed. Successive cycles can overlap each other
in time. For ease of illustration, we first describe our
protocol as if the launch of cycles and phases by dif-
ferent peers are synchronized. But in our protocol this
is, in fact, not the case and more details will be added
later on.
If a node is already in possession of an information
frame to be spread in a specific cycle, the node is called
an infected node.
Phase 1 (the greeting phase)
In this phase, each node randomly selects a small num-
ber of nodes and sends a GREETING message to each
of them. If a node is already infected when it launches
its greeting phase, its GREETING message will contain
information frames that it has already received. The
selected nodes are called the “children” of the selec-
ting node, which is called the “parent” of its selected
children.
During the greeting phase, connectivity is established
for the entire network for the specific cycle. If some
nodes are left out, then these nodes will surely not be
able to receive the transmitted messages in that cycle.
The degree of the established connectivity obviously de-
pends on the number of peers that each node will select
during the greeting phase. This number is called the
fanout and is determined in our protocol using a dyna-
mic group size estimation mechanism (discussed below).
An illustration of our protocol operation in a group with
8 peers is shown in Figure 2a, where only one peer,
peer 1, is a source in a cycle. The fanout is assumed to

















(b) Phase 2: Response
Figure 2 Information frame from peer 1 are diffused via gossip that a
Greeting, (b) Phase 2: Response, (c) Phase 3: Closure, and (d) After all
beginning of the phase; Peer(s) shaded grey is infected at the end of
the phase; A solid line refers to a message containing a frame; A dotbeginning of each phase are colored black, and peers to
be infected by the end of the phase are colored grey in
the figure. The information of peer 1 is transmitted to
peer 4 and peer 8 via the GREETING message. These
two nodes, colored in grey, are infected at the end of this
phase.
Phase 2 (the response phase)
During this phase, a node will send a RESPONSE mes-
sage to all of its parents. If the child node is already
infected at the beginning of this phase, the RESPONSE
message contains all its received original frames (from
different sources); if un-infected, the RESPONSE mes-
sage contains no real data. In the example of Figure 2b,
peer 5 and peer 1 are the parents of peer 8. Since peer 8
is infected by peer 1 during the greeting phase, peer 8
will send the information frame from peer 1 to peer 5
during the response phase.
Phase 3 (the closure phase)
In this phase, only an infected parent node will send a
CLOSURE message, containing all of its received ori-
ginal frames (i.e. from different sources) to its children.
Un-infected nodes will not send out anything. In the ex-
ample shown in Figure 2c, peer 3 is a child of peer 2 and
peer 8. Thus both nodes will send a CLOSURE message
to peer 3. Peer 6 remains un-connected after all phases.
B. More details
1) Cycle Launches through NTP
In the analysis, we assume that cycles and phases are
launched simultaneously. In practice, timing information
is acquired through NTP (Network Time Protocol).
NTP can only correct the clock of a host to within a few
tens of milliseconds [75]. Due to this inherent timing in-
accuracy in NTP, cycles will be launched asynchronously
among nodes. The interaction between the timing in-

















(d) After all phases
re 3-phase message exchanges in one cycle: (a) Phase 1:
phases; Fanout=2; Peer(s) shaded black is infected at the
the phase; Peers shaded white remain uninfected at the end of
ted line refers to an empty message.
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ance of the protocol. Consider peer 1 and peer 2, where
peer 1 is the parent of peer 2. Before peer 2 sends
back the RESPONSE message to Peer 1, ideally all
GREETING messages should have arrived in peer 2
so that the RESPONSE message will not be empty if
any of its parents has sent a real message to peer 2
during the GREETING phase. But this idealized situ-
ation may not be achievable because of network de-
lays and the inaccuracy in NTP. Hence, to increase
the probability that a RESPONSE or CLOSURE mes-
sage will contain useful information, we introduce what is
called a delayed response mechanism where a peer will
add a delay of ds msec before sending out the RESPONSE
and CLOSURE messages after receiving the GREETING
and RESPONSE. This is illustrated in Figure 3. We have
used a ds of 50 msec based on the fact that the NTP in-
accuracy and network message delays are typically in the
range of a few tens of milliseconds and on the conside-
ration that this delay should not be too large because of
the delay requirement for real-time communications.2) Redundancy suppression and active peer list
Each gossip message that a peer sends out contains an
Active Peer List (APL) that lists the source of each infor-
mation frame that it has already received for that cycle
with the actual information frame attached if appro-
priate. From the APL, the receiving peer extracts the in-
formation frames that it needs, and also avoids sending
back to the sender information frames that the sender
already has - this mechanism is referred to as redun-
dancy suppression and its purpose is to reduce the total
amount of traffic. Thus, in the APL of a message, some
listed entries will have an information frame attached
and some entries will not.
APL contains the complete contact information of a
peer in 6 bytes - 4 bytes for the IP address and 2 bytes
for the port number. The APL is included in every mes-
sage that a peer transmits. The length of the APL is vari-






Figure 3 Illustration of the delayed response (ds).encoded in the Type-Length-Value (TLV) format, with
8-bit type and 16-bit length fields.
3) Bootstrapping
Any newly arrived peer is required to contact the boot-
strapping point to acquire a list of peer contacts in the
group, the current estimated community size (see Sec.
III-B5 below) and the current cycle ID. The list of peer
contacts does not need to be 100% correct because the
new peer can learn the membership information from
subsequent gossip, but it will impact the protocol per-
formance. More details will be provided in Sec. IV-D.
The newly arrived peer uses the current estimated size
to determine its fanout value. Any peer in the group can
be the bootstrapping point.
4) Dynamic group membership
A new peer joins the group through the bootstrapping
point. Afterwards, its contact information is learned by
other peers through the APL contained in the exchanged
messages. Peers independently detect and remove a
departed peer when that peer does not respond to a
GREETING within a timeout.
5) Fanout estimation
In our protocol, each peer will independently decide
how many peers to initiate gossip with based on its es-
timate of the current group size, a target information
non-delivery probability, and the estimated non-delivery
probability from Eq. 6 we derive in Sec. VI. We adopt
and extend the gossip-based size estimation algorithm
proposed by M Jelasity et al. [76] to support asynchro-
nous operation. The details of the algorithm are beyond
the scope of this paper. Hence, we omit the details of
this algorithm in this paper.
IV. Performance evaluation
In this section, we present the analytical model for a key
performance measure in the proposed protocol: the
frame non-delivery probability as a function of fanout.
We also compare, through simulation, the performance
of the proposed RRG with that of the conventional push
gossip approach in [43,44] and the conventional push-
pull gossip protocols in [54,61]. The evaluation metric is
the ratio of the non-delivery rate versus the traffic load.
The effectiveness of the redundancy suppression is
presented. Lastly, the impact of churn is studied.
A. Analytical model for frame non-delivery probability in
redundancy reduced gossip
In this section, an analytical model to study the
non-delivery rate of information frames in the proposed
N-to-N gossiping protocol is developed. The analysis is
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Gossip protocol. Although a real implementation, as
discussed in Sec. III above, has to be asynchronous, the
synchronous assumption allows us to obtain a closed-
form formula that provides some useful insights into the
design tradeoffs of the protocol.
For source node s, its family tree (Figure 4) consists of
the following members: parents, children, co-parents of
parents of s, step children, grandchildren, and siblings.
“Parent” and “children” were defined in Sec. III-A. The
definitions of the other members of the family tree are
given below.
“Grandchild”: A child’s child.
“Sibling”: Two nodes having the same parent are called
siblings of each other.
“Co-parent”: A node and s are called co-parents of each
other if they share any node as a common child.
“Step Children”: If node A and B are co-parents of a
node, A’s children are called the “step children” of B
and vice versa.
For a node to receive the broadcast message from
source s in a cycle, the node must belong to the family
tree of s. If not, the node will fail to receive the message.
In the following we analyze the non-delivery probability
pl for a given node.









j:  a child of s,
k: a child of j and thus a grand
i: another parent of j and thus 
l: a child of i and thus a step-c
p: a parent of s,
q: a child of p and thus a siblin
Figure 4 A family tree of the node s as source.Let’s define the following random variables:
mp the number of parents of s.
mg the number of grandchildren of s.
msb the number of sibling of s.
mc the number of co-parents with s.
ms the number of step children of s.
We also define the following probabilities:
pp the probability that a given node is a parent of s.
pc the probability that a given node is a co-parent
to s.
pl the probability that the broadcast message of a cycle
cannot be delivered to particular node.
First, consider mp. pp is the same as the probability
that the given node selects s as a child. Hence pp=b/n-1
and the expected number of parents of s is
E mp
  ¼ n−1ð Þpp ¼ b ð1Þ
Since each parent has b children, E(mg), the expected
total number of grandchildren mg, has order O(b
2). Like-
wise, E(msb), the expected total number of siblings msb,
also has order O(b2).
Next, consider mc. First, we observe that pc is one
minus the probability that a given node X selects all b
children from the set of n-1-b (s has not selected X as
child) or n-b (s has selected X as child) nodes not se-
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Since mc follows a binomial distribution B(n-1, pc)
with expected value E[mc]=(n-1) pc, the bound of Eq. 3
establishes that
E mc½ ≈b2 ð4Þ
for a large n. Note that the ratio of the standard devi-
ation to mean, (npc(1-pc))
0.5/(n-1) pc, is very small and
hence the probability mass will center on the mean.
Since each co-parent can have b children, the expected
total number of step children has order O(b3). Among
the six members—children, grandchildren, parent, co-
parent, step children, and sibling—of the family tree,
the number of step children is one order higher (in b)
than the rest. This means that the size of the family
tree of s is determined by the number of step children,
which has the order O(b3). Note that O(b3) must as-
sume the same order as n (i.e. O(n)). If the order is





























ath model becomes closer
when n becomes larger
Figure 5 Frame non-delivery probabilities from analytic model and siwasted; if lower, many nodes will not be part of the
family tree and will not be able to receive the informa-
tion frame from s. The above leads us to formulate b
as b=c n1/3, where c is a constant, and to focus on c in
our analysis below.
The size of the family tree, as pointed out above, is de-
termined by the number of step children when n is large
and the probability mass for mc is concentrated near its
mean. Therefore, we can approximate the non-delivery





















Figure 5 below plots the analytical and simulation re-
sults for the frame non-delivery probability. The simula-
tion is done by repeatedly generating random graphs
and collecting statistics of each graph. As shown in the
figure below, the difference between (6) and the simula-
tion result narrows as the value of n increases. If the
value of c becomes too large, there are a large number
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parents, children, etc., of s at the same time. This ren-
ders some of the approximations made in the approxi-
mate analysis inaccurate.
B. Frame non-delivery probability versus traffic load
Traffic load is another key performance metric in gos-
siping protocols. We define traffic load D as the actually
measured average number of the same information frame
that each peer receives. In other words, D is a measure of
the redundancy or the bandwidth usage efficiency of the
protocol. Without redundancy suppression, D should be
in the order of c3. With redundancy suppression, D is
found to be smaller. By first focusing on the measured D,
we are disregarding the protocol overhead, which we will
come back to examine later.
In the following, we compare the frame non-delivery
probability pl as a function of traffic load D for the pro-
posed gossip protocol and for the conventional push
approach (used by most existing gossiping approaches
[43,44]) and the conventional push-pull approach [54,61].
The model for the conventional push approach is as
follows: a source node sends the information frame to b
randomly selected nodes (phase 1), and each selected
node will then push the frame to b other randomly
selected nodes (phase 2), etc., with the selection of
receiving nodes in each phase done independently. In
addition, we include a buffer-map in the conventional
approach to reduce redundancy [45-47]–a sending peer
will avoid pushing to peers that are already marked in
the buffer-map in messages that it has received, and
will mark the buffer-map of peers that will receive the
information frame in the outgoing message. Note that
the buffer-map is more efficient than a list in this case
because a list may contain almost all peers in the last
phase of gossiping. We ignore the complexity involved
in maintaining the mapping of buffer-map to peers in
the presence of user churn.
The model for the conventional push-pull approach is
as follows: each node randomly selects b nodes and initi-
ates a two way push-pull with each selected node (phase 1
and 2). After that, unlike RRG, each node pushes all the
possessed information frames to another b randomly se-
lected nodes (phase 3). Phase 1 and 2 is independent of
phase 3. The same buffer-map scheme is included as de-
scribed in the conventional push approach above [45-47].
While closed-form formulae for the loss rate exist for
many of the cases, a meaningful comparison of the loss
rates requires that the comparison is done for the same
traffic load. However, there is no closed-form formula to
estimate the traffic load for protocols under various re-
dundancy suppression schemes. Therefore, an event-
driven simulation was developed for the comparison.
The information frame is encoded at 8 kbps with a 20 mssampling interval, i.e. 20 bytes per cycle per peer. We simu-
late the message propagation, node and link failure,
network topology and link delay. As in common practice in
simulating peer-to-peer algorithms in existing works
[38,46,53], we do not simulate the network-level packet
details (such as specific queuing delays) in order to make
the simulation scalable. The link delay xij from node i to
node j is assumed to be a random variable, which is deter-
mined by a Weibull distribution Weibull(a,b) (a is the scale
parameter and b=1.5 is the shape parameter of a long tail
delay). The average number of active peers is less than 3.
Another important simulation issue is related to the
clock accuracy. The proposed protocol uses NTP to ac-
quire time information. Due to the inherent timing in-
accuracy in NTP, the cycle launch time at every node is
not perfectly synchronized. As stated in RFC1305 [75],
the timing accuracy of NTP is in the range of a few tens
of milliseconds. The cycle launch time of peers is mod-
eled to be uniformly distributed within 50 ms. As
discussed earlier, ds (the delay artificially added before
sending out RESPONSE & CLOSURE) is set to 50 ms.
Figure 6 shows that RRG requires less traffic load than
the conventional push gossip and the conventional
push-pull to achieve the same non-delivery probability.
For comparison, we also plot in Figure 6 the curve e-D,
which is the probability of zero arrival given that the ar-
rival is Poisson with mean D. In a gossip algorithm that
is completely random, the Poisson model could be a rea-
sonable first order model for the arrival of information
frames at a particular peer. Figure 6 shows that both
RRG and the conventional push gossip perform better
than e-D and the conventional pull-push gossip perform
slightly worse than e-D. Finally, Figure 6 shows that the
performance gain of RRG is higher in networks with
smaller delays, such as metro area networks, for the
reason illustrated in Figure 7. That is, in situations
when the network delay, denoted by T1,2, between peer 1
and peer 2 is smaller than the offset in peer 2’s cycle
launch time compared to peer 1’s (denoted O1,2), peer 1’s
GREETING message, which contains real data, arrives
before peer 2 sends out its GREETING. As a result, peer
2’s GREETING can also contain real data even though
peer 2 is not a source. We call this situation a bonus
relay.
Traffic load in Figure 6 is measured in terms of ave-
rage number of copies of an information frame received
by each peer. But each message contains protocol hea-
ders, and the resulting overheads for the two compared
protocols are different. When n=100 and the average
number of active peers is less than 3, with c=2, the over-
head in RRG is around 20% of total traffic. Most of the
overhead is contributed by the APL, where membership
information is carried and requires 6 bytes per peer. In
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Figure 6 Performance comparison of redundancy reduced gossip (RRG), the conventional push gossip and the conventional
push-pull gossip.
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http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/14gossip and the conventional push-pull gossip are around
40% of total traffic. Most of the overhead is contributed
by the buffer-map, which is at least 12 bytes per gossip
message.
It is important to note that our protocol generates a
smaller number of messages than the fully connected
peer-to-peer overlay approach (Figure 1c) in N-to-N
communication. The total number of messages in the
fully connected overlay approach is n(n-1) while that of
our protocol is 3bn. If n=100 with a target pl of 10
-2,
b is only 8 from Eq. 6. The number of messages of
our protocol is only around 24% that of the fully con-
nected overlay approach.
C. Effectiveness of redundancy suppression
Figure 8 shows the effectiveness of redundancy suppres-
sion by APL in RRG. We observe that this mechanism
has reduced the traffic load by 35% at the non-delivery
probability of 10-3. As the connectivity between peers re-









Figure 7 Imperfect cycle synchronization and the bonus relay.copies of an information frame that a peer receives is
bounded by the fanout, as validated in our result.
D. Impact of churn of the proposed protocol
We construct a dynamic scenario with sudden changes
in group size over a simulation length of 6500 cycles
(130 sec). The timeout detection threshold is set to 500
ms. The mean of the link latency is 50 ms. As shown in
Figure 9, the changes of group size are in the range
of +/−10%, +/−25%, +/−50% of the original group size.
We observe that the non-delivery probability converges
in less than 50 cycles (1 sec) in the event of a −50% sud-
den change. This means that it takes about 50 cycles for
peers to detect and remove departed peers from their
gossiping candidate set. In the event of new peers joining,
their memberships are quickly recognized throughout the
group through GREETINGS sent by the new peers and by
the APL in the gossiping messages.
RRG has one advantage over hybrid protocols, which
combine gossiping with a structure-based approach.
[46,47,50,63], under user failures. Figure 10 shows a ti-
ming diagram comparing RRG and hybrid protocols un-
der a user failure. We assume that the failure detection
timeout is 500 ms in both protocols and the cycle launch
interval is 20 ms in RRG. Note that any data recovery after
the timeout (500 ms) is too late to be useful for real-time
communication. Once RRG detects which peers have
failed after the timeout, RRG will remove the failed peers
from the gossip target set and recover from the failure im-
mediately. However, hybrid protocols still need some time
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Figure 8 Effectiveness of the redundancy suppression by APL.
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http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/14dissemination. RRG has a shorter convergence time under
user failures. The cost for this shorter convergence time of
RRG is the traffic load. RRG may have higher traffic load
than hybrid protocols.
V. Prototype implementation and
experimentation
The proposed protocol has been implemented in C on the
Linux platform. An automated testing and measurement
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Figure 9 Performance under churn.audio script to enable large-scale unattended testing for
statistical measurement and, in the future, sound quality
measurements. The prototype has been deployed on the
HKUST campus network and on the PlanetLab testbed. In
the following, we discuss several important aspects of the
implementation.
A. Design and architecture
The prototype takes a modularized approach and con-















































Figure 10 Timing diagram of RRG and hybrid protocols under user failures.
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http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/14(1) ThreadNetIn: it receives packets from a network
interface card (NIC);
(2) ThreadAudioInHW: it reads audio frames from a
sound card buffer;
(3) ThreadAudioInFile: it reads audio frames from an
audio script file;
(4) MainThread: it parses packets, implements voice
activity detection and processes the gossiping
logic;
(5) ThreadAudioOutJitterBuffer: it implements a jitter
buffer and mixes audio frames from multiple
remote parties;
(6) ThreadAudioOutHW: it writes frames to a sound
card buffer;
(7) ThreadAudioOutFile: it writes frames to a file and
records statistical information for performance
evaluation;
(8) ThreadNetOut: it sends packets to the NIC;
(9) ThreadTimerService: it registers and invokes
callback events after a specified elapsed time.
ThreadAudioInHW and ThreadAudioInFile are plug-
gable and interchangeable, and so are ThreadAudio






Figure 11 System diagram of the prototype.either human or machine based mouth-to-ear voice
measurement or large scale remote unattended testing
without actual sound I/O. All modules are connected
by the producer-consumer design pattern [77]. Each
consumer thread has a single work queue shared by pos-
sibly multiple producers.
The MainThread generates a GREETING, RESPONSE
or CLOSURE according to the gossiping logic. The com-
piled GREETING, RESPONSE or CLOSURE encapsu-
lated in UDP is sent to ThreadNetOut. Each frame is
marked with a cycle ID, and each peer is synchronized
using NTP [75].B. Challenges
Our protocol is implemented on Linux platforms. As
Linux is not a real-time operating system, this makes
real-time scheduling difficult. To solve the problem, we
implement a clock-driven event dispatching module to
handle all time-related events, such as periodic sampling
of sound cards, periodic cycle launch, de-jittering, play-
back, scheduling of next wake-up instances, etc. The
clock-driven dispatching module invokes events accor-
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Figure 12 Measured frame non-delivery rate over campus network.
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http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/14errors caused by factors such as system load, imperfect
usleep() [78] and multi-threading switching, etc.
Another issue is that overloaded machines could cause
inaccurate latency measurements, but finding idle ma-
chines as difficult in the PlanetLab. We observe that for
a 30-party conferencing experiment, a maximum of 4 in-
stances of our prototype peer may run on an idle Dual-
core Pentium 4 3.2 GHz (Pentium D 940) concurrently.
To tackle this problem, we use PlanetLab CoMon [79]
to identify less loaded machines (which are quite rare)
and then use Sirius Calendar Service [80] to reserve
their CPU time [81].
C. Network experimentation results
We use our prototype system to measure the frame non-
delivery probability pl against c, where c
3 = b3/n, to com-
pare against the analytical result presented in Figure 5 in
Sec. IV-A. We run two sets of experiments: one set over
the HKUST campus LAN only and the second set over
PlanetLab.
For experiments over the campus LAN, we deploy
over 100 peers. Since all the machines are on the cam-
pus LAN, we add an artificial propagation delay of A in
some of our experiments to better understand how the
protocol would perform over a wide area. As shown in
Figure 12, with A=100 and ds=50 msec, the experimental
results match the analytic model and the synchronous
model simulation results in trend very well regardless of
the number of peers n. Another observation is that in
the LAN environment, with A=0 and ds=0, the frame
non-delivery probability remains high and becomes worsethan the analytic result when c is increased. This can be
understood from Sec. III-B1 where the reason for introdu-
cing the delay response ds is explained. But once a delayed
response ds = 50 ms is applied when A=0, the perform-
ance is greatly improved and is much better than what the
analytical model predicts. This can be explained by the
bonus relay effect - when the propagation delay is small,
there is a larger probability for the GREETING message
from a source that contains information frame to have ar-
rived at a peer before that peer launches its GREETING
messages, leading to additional chances for spreading of
the information frame.
For experiments over PlanetLab, because of the over-
loading conditions of PlanetLab as discussed above, we
can only conduct measurements with 19 peers: 9 ma-
chines in the US, each supporting one peer instance, and
5 machines on the HKUST campus, each supporting two
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Figure 13 Measured frame non-delivery rate over PlanetLab.
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http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/14For comparison, we also run experiments over the
campus network with 19 peers. As shown in Figure 13,
for ds=50 and n=19, the performance of the PlanetLab
falls between that of the campus network with A=0 and
with A=100. This can be understood by the fact that
some of the delays over the PlanetLab are larger than
the offset in the cycle launch times of peers so that the
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Figure 14 Measurement results of frame non-delivery against traffic lover the campus network with no artificial delay. There-
fore, the performance over PlanetLab is not as good as
that over the campus network with no artificial delay.
Figure 14 plots pl against the traffic load D, which is
again the measured average number of the same frame
received by each peer. As discussed before, D is an im-
portant measure that provides insight into the efficiency
of the protocol. We observe in Figure 14 that whenumber of copies per receiptent)
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Figure 15 CDF of first information frame delay.
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http://www.jisajournal.com/content/4/1/14there is no delayed response (ds = 0), the performance
will not be as good as when ds is set to 50 msec without
a large artificial delay of A=100 inserted. We have con-
ducted a larger scale experiment on the campus network
with 100 peers and observed similar performances to
that in the 30-peer case. In general, the results show that
the protocol is capable of achieving a non-delivery prob-
ability of 10-2 to 10-3 with a traffic load of 2 to 3.
Those experimental scenarios with larger delays (e.g.
























Figure 16 Performance comparison of RRG and RRG-adaptive.the bonus relay, as explained in Sec. IV-B and Figure 7.
This explains why the results shown in Figures 12, 13
and 14 indicate that experimental scenarios with larger
delay produce what are much closer to the analytical re-
sults than those with smaller delays.
Another important performance measure is the infor-
mation delay of the protocol as the protocol is targeted
for real-time communication. We define information
delay as the difference between the first copy arrival time
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Figure 17 Complementary CDF of first information frame delay of RRG and RRG-adaptive.
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of all peers are synchronized using NTP throughout the
experiment, and the clock drifts of the different ma-
chines are also examined to ensure that the end-to-end
delay measurements are as accurate as possible. Figure 15
shows the CDF of the measured information delays with
ds = 50 ms. We observe that the 99.9-percentile of the
first-copy delay is less than 120 ms over the campus
LAN and less than 300 ms even over the cross-continent
PlanetLab. Adding to this information delay a packetization
and coding delay of, say, 50 ms the absolute one-way delay
should be within the maximum limit of the 400ms for
voice communications as specified in [16]; although, it will
be quite a challenge to reduce the absolute delay to within
150 ms for transparent interactivity.
Finally, we use the prototype system to study the net-
work behavior when the network experiences member-
ship changes. In the case of a 30% decrease in group
size, the non-delivery probability converges in less than
70 cycles (1.4 sec). In the case of a 30% sudden increase
in group size, the convergence time is much shorter as
new peers are quickly learned by other peers through
their GREETINGS and subsequent gossip exchanges. Re-
sults are omitted here as they are similar to Figure 9 in
Sec. IV-C.
VI. Future direction
There can be several directions for future improve-
ments on the proposed RRG protocol. One is to make
it adaptive to the traffic conditions. The RRG proposed
so far changes its connectivity each cycle. But if somelinks have low latency, we can give higher priority to
those links when the topology is generated in the next
cycle. This has been explored in other gossip-based
protocols [28,63,68].
To see if the same idea can improve RRG, we have
simulated an extension of RRG, named as RRG-adaptive,
with some capabilities in being adaptive to traffic condi-
tions. The simulation setup for the improved protocol is
the same as in Sec. V-B. Peers use the latency informa-
tion learned by past cycles and sort other peers into a
descending order of latency as p = [p1, p2, …, pn−1]. The
selections of new peers in the next cycle will follow the
following PDF f pi; λð Þ ¼ λe−λpi, where λ is the parameter
tuning the degree of preference for choosing lower la-
tency peers. Of course, other distributions can also be
used as long as they prefer lower latency peers.
Figure 16 compares the non-delivery probability be-
tween the RRG and RRG-adaptive. We can observe that
RRG-adaptive requires slightly less traffic load than RRG
to achieve the same non-delivery probability. We can
also see that the performance gain of RRG-adaptive is
higher in larger λ. This can be expected because, as
Luk et al. Journal of Internet Services and Applications 2013, 4:14 Page 17 of 19
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Sec. V-B) occurs more frequently when round trip delay
is lower. Figure 17 compares the delay performance. It
shows how the delay is reduced as a function of λ. We
observe that the 99-percentile of the information delay
of RRG-adaptive with λ = 10 is only half of that of RRG.
The adaptive peer selection results in a longer reco-
very time of user churn. We define recovery time as the
convergence time of non-delivery probability in an event
of user churn. Table 2 shows the recovery time of RRG
and RRG-adaptive schemes under −80% sudden change
of the original group size. We can observe that RRG-
adaptive takes a longer time for recovery than RRG. We
can also see the longer recovery time in larger λ. The
adaptive scheme reduces the randomness of gossip and
weakens its churn coping capability. We plan to study
this tradeoff thoroughly in the future. Past knowledge
learnt apart from latency, such as network topology or
heterogeneous peer capabilities, can be considered in a
randomized choice [28,50,68,82].
Another area for further work is to consider ways for
suppressing redundant information delivery to further
improve bandwidth efficiency. There is also an increas-
ing interest in allowing the sources to adjust their coding
rates to match the network conditions and peer capabil-
ities (e.g. multi-rate and adaptive coded video sources)
[42,83]. The idea is also applicable to RRG.
VII. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel protocol, called Redun-
dancy Reduced Gossip, for real-time N-to-N dynamic
group communication. The protocol allows multiple sour-
ces to distribute information across a group with low la-
tency, minimal membership maintenance, and without an
assumption on the underlying network condition. We
have shown that a considerably lower traffic load than
conventional push gossip protocols and conventional
push-pull gossip protocols can be achieved with the same
probability of successful delivery. We have also shown that
better performance can be achieved in networks with
smaller delays and when a delay response strategy is added
to RRG, which is an asynchronous gossip protocol. We
have derived a mathematical model for the frame non-
delivery probability and overhead of the protocol. This
model provides important insights into the design of our
protocol and has been used to evaluate the performance
of other related protocols. A functional prototype system
has been implemented in C on the Linux platform. Its de-
sign is described, and it has been used to evaluate the per-
formance of our protocol over our campus network as
well as over a less organized global network (PlanetLab).
Our experiments demonstrate that our protocol
can maintain a robust performance in real-world net-
work environments.Competing interest
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